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We define a new class of automata which is an acceptor model for
mappings from the set of terms T7 over a ranked alphabet 7 into a set E
of labels. When E=[0, 1]n an automaton can be viewed as an acceptor
model for n-tuples of tree languages. We prove decidability of emptiness
and closure properties for this class of automata. As a consequence of
these results, we prove decidability of satisfiability of systems of positive
and negative set constraints without projection symbols. We prove the
decidability of the satisfiability problem for systems of positive and negative
set constraints without projection symbols. Moreover we prove that a non-
empty set of solutions always contain a regular solution (i.e., a n-tuple of
regular tree languages). We also deduce decidability results for properties
of sets of solutions of systems of set constraints. ] 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Set constraints are a natural formalism for describing properties of programs
whose underlying domain of computation is a Herbrand universe. Given a set of
function symbols 7 and a set of variables X, a set constraint is of the form
expexp$. The set expressions exp and exp$ are built from set variables, function
symbols, projections and the set union, intersection and complement. Set con-
straints are the essence of Set Based Analysis (Aiken and Murphy 1991, Heintze
1992, Heintze and Jaffar1990b, Jones and Muchnick 1979, Mishra 1984, Reynolds
1969). The basic idea is to reason about program variables as sets of possible
values. Set Based Analysis involves first writing set constraints expressing
relationships between sets of program values, and then solving the system of set
constraints. The single approximation is: all dependencies between the values of
program variables are ignored. However, the techniques developed for Set Based
Analysis have been successfully applied in program analysis and type inference and
the technique can be combined with others (Heintze and Jaffar 1992). Set
constraints have also been used to define a constraint logic programming language
over sets of ground terms that generalizes ordinary logic programming over an
Herbrand domain (Kozen 1994).
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It is crucial, therefore, to know which classes of set constraints are decidable, and
identifying the complexity of set constraints is of paramount importance. Recently,
several algorithms for solving systems of set constraints have appeared (Heintze
and Jaffar 1990a, Aiken and Wimmers 1992, Gilleron et al. 1993, Bachmair et al.
1993, Aiken et al. 1995, Charatonik and Pacholski 1994a, 1994b). Furthermore, set
constraints have been studied in a logical and topological point of view (Kozen
1993, 1995, McAllester et al. 1996).
In this paper, we present an automaton-based algorithm for solving systems of
positive and negative systems of set constraints, where no projection symbol occurs.
We define a new class of automata recognizing sets of n-tuples of tree languages.
Given a system of set constraints, there exists an automaton which recognizes the
set of solutions of the system. Therefore, properties of our class of automata directly
translate to set constraints.
In order to introduce our automata, we discuss the case of unary symbols, i.e.,
the case of strings over finite alphabet. Given a ranked alphabet of unary symbols
and one constant and a system of set constraints over [X1 , ..., Xn], one can encode
a solution with a [0, 1]n-valued infinite tree and the set of solutions is recognized
by an infinite tree automaton. Therefore, decidability of satisfiability of systems of
set constraints can easily be derived from Rabin’s Tree Theorem (Rabin 1969)
because infinite tree automata can be considered as an acceptor model for n-tuples
of unary tree languages (or n-tuples of string languages over finite alphabet).
We extend this method to set constraints with symbols of arbitrary arity. There-
fore, we define an acceptor model, called Generalized Tree Set Automata (GTSA),
for mappings from T7 where 7 is a ranked alphabet, into a set E=[0, 1]n of labels.
Our automata can be viewed as an extension of infinite tree automata, but we will
use weaker acceptance condition. The acceptance conditions are: the range of a
successful run is in a specified set of accepting sets of states. We will prove that we
can design an automaton which recognizes the set of solutions of a system of both
positive and negative set constraints. Consequently, decidability of systems of set
constraints is a consequence of decidability of emptiness in our class of automata.
Emptiness decidability is easy for automata without acceptance conditions (the case
of positive set constraints only). The proof is more difficult in the general case and
is the central result of the paper. Moreover, and this is the main advantage of our
method, properties of recognizable sets directly translate to sets of solutions of
systems of set constraints. Therefore, we are able to prove nice properties. For
instance, we can prove that a nonempty set of solutions always contains a regular
solution. Moreover we can prove the decidability of existence of finite solutions.
In Section 3 we define generalized tree set automata and study their properties.
Let 7 be a ranked alphabet, a [0, 1]n-valued generalized tree set g is a map from
T7 into [0, 1]n. Such a generalized tree set g can be considered as the characteristic
map of a n-tuple of tree languages. We define generalized tree set automata as an
acceptor model for generalized tree sets. We prove closure properties and define
regular runs. Section 3.4 is devoted to the proof of decidability of emptiness in the
class of generalized tree set automata. We also prove decidability results for
properties of recognizable sets of generalized tree sets.
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In Section 4 we prove that for a system of positive and negative set constraints
SC there exists a deterministic generalized tree set automaton recognizing the
solutions of SC (more precisely their characteristic generalized tree sets).
Satisfiability of set constraints is now a consequence of the nonemptiness problem
for generalized tree set automata. The generalized tree set automaton associated
with a set constraint can be viewed as a finite representation of the set of solutions.
A run on such a generalized tree set defines a solution. This allows us to prove, in
a constructive way the following decidability results for systems of set constraints:
equivalence of systems is decidable, uniqueness of a solution is decidable, existence
of a finite solution is decidable. In the case of positive set constraints only, existence
of a least solution is decidable.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Terms
An alphabet 7 is ranked if 7=p 7p , where each 7p is a finite set and, only for
a finite number of p’s, 7p{<. Elements of 7p are said to be of arity p. Elements
of arity 0, 1, ... p are respectively called constants, unary, ... p-ary symbols. We
suppose that 7 contains at least one constant.
Let X be a set of variables. The set T7 (X ) denotes the set of well-formed terms
(or trees) over the ranked alphabet 7 and the set of variables X. It is the smallest
set defined by 70T7 (X ), XT7 (X ) and if p1, b # 7p and t1 , ..., tp # T7 (X ),
then b(t1 , ..., tp) # T7 (X ). If X=< then T7 (X ) is denoted by T7 .
We define the direct subterm relation I0 over T7 as follows: t I0 t$ if
t$=b(t1 , ..., tp) and t # [t1 , ..., tp]. The subterm ordering \ is the reflexive and
transitive closure of I0. We write t It$ if t \t$ and t{t$. A set of terms F is said
to be closed if it is closed under the subterm ordering, i.e., \t # F (t$ \t O t$ # F ).
Let x be a variable. A term u # T7 ([x]) such that x occurs exactly once in u is
called a context and the expression u(t) for t # T7 denotes the term in T7 obtained
from u by replacing x by t.
2.2. Regular Tree Languages
Regular tree languages are a natural generalization to the tree case of regular
languages of words over finite alphabet. All basic results about regular languages
have their counterparts in the tree case.
A bottom-up tree automaton is a 4-tuple A=(7, Q, Qf , S), where 7 is a ranked
alphabet, Q is a finite set of states of rank 0, Qf (Q) is the set of final states, S
is a finite set of rules of the form
b(q1 , ..., qp)  q with p0, b # 7p , q, q1 , ..., qp # Q.
We consider S as a ground rewrite system over 7 _ Q. The move relation A
of A is the rewrite relation S , i.e., A= S . We say that A is deterministic if
S has no two rules with the same left-hand side.
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The tree language recognized by A is L(A)=[t # T7 | (_q # Qf) t *A q] where *A
is the reflexive and transitive closure of A . A tree language F is regular if there
exists a bottom-up tree automaton A such that L(A)=F. For each bottom-up tree
automaton A there exists a deterministic bottom-up tree automaton B such that
L(A)=L(B).
The class of regular tree languages is closed under boolean operations and there
exist decision algorithms for emptiness, equality, inclusion, and finiteness of regular
tree languages.
Example 1. It is common knowledge that an order-sorted signature can be
viewed as a bottom-up tree automaton (Comon 1990). Therefore, the set of well
formed terms of sort s is a regular tree language. But regular tree languages can
also be defined as solutions of special systems of set constraints. For example, the
signature
0:  Nat
s : Nat  Nat
nil :  List
cons : Nat_List  List,
the set of rules of a bottom-up tree automaton
0  qNat
s(qNat)  qNat
nil  qList
cons(qNat , qList)  qList ,
and the system
Nat=s(Nat) _ 0
List=cons(Nat, List) _ nil
all define the same sets of terms.
2.3. Generalized Tree Sets
Infinite E-valued trees over A* are mappings from A* into E. If E=[0, 1]n such
a tree can be considered as the characteristic map of a n-tuple of languages over A.
We extend these notions introducing maps from T7 onto E where 7 is a ranked
alphabet. We call such maps E-valued Generalized Tree Sets (GTSs for short).
For the rest of the paper, we fix a ranked alphabet 7.
Definition 1. Let E be a finite set. An E-valued GTS is a map from T7 into E.
We denote by GE the set of all E-valued GTSs.
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Throughout the paper, if c # [0, 1]n, then ci denotes the i th component of vector
c. If we consider the set E=[0, 1]n for some n, a GTS g in G[0, 1]n is the charac-
teristic GTS of a n-tuple (L1 , ..., Ln) of tree languages over the ranked alphabet 7
where Li=[t # T7 | g(t)i=1].
We will need in the paper the following operations on GTSs. Let g (respectively
g$) be a GTS in GE (respectively GE$ ). The GTS g A g$ # GE_E$ is defined by
g A g$(t)=(g(t), g$(t)), \t # T7 . Conversely let g be a GTS in GE_E$ and consider the
projection ? from E_E$ into the E-component then ?(g) is the GTS in GE defined
by ?(g)(t)=?(g(t)). Let GGE_E$ and G$GE, then
v the projection of set G w.r.t. ? is defined by ?(G)=[?(g) | g # G] and
v the inverse projection of set G w.r.t. ? is defined by ?&1(G$)=
[g # GE_E$ | ?(g) # G$].
3. GENERALIZED TREE SET AUTOMATA
Infinite tree automata are an acceptor model for infinite trees, i.e., for mappings
from A* into E where A is a finite alphabet and E is a finite set of labels (see
Thomas (1990) for a survey). We define and study generalized tree set automata
(shortly GTSAs) which are an acceptor model for maps from T7 into E where 7
is a finite ranked alphabet and E is a finite set of labels.
3.1. Definitions
Let E be a finite set of labels.
Definition 2. v A GTSA over E is of the form A=(Q, 2, 0) with finite state
set Q, transition relation 2p Q p_7p_E_Q and a set 02Q of accepting sets
of states.
v An A-run1 on a GTS g # GE is a map r : T7  Q with:
(r(t1), ..., r(tp), b, g(b(t1 , ..., tp)), r(b(t1 , ..., tp))) # 2
for all t1 , ..., tp # T7 and b # 7p .
v The run r is successful if the range of r is in 0 i.e. r(T7 ) # 0.
v A GTS g # GE is accepted by the GTSA A if some run r of A on g is
successful. We denote by G(A) the set of E-valued GTSs accepted by a GTSA A
over E.
v A set GGE is GTSA-recognizable if G=G(A) for some GTSA A.
In the following, a rule (q1 , ..., qp , b, l, q) is also denoted by b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q.
Consider a term t=b(t1 , ..., tp) and a rule b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q, this rule can be applied
in a run r on a GTS g for the term t if r(t1)=q1 , ..., r(tp)=qp , t is labeled by l, i.e.,
g(t)=l. If the rule is applied, then r(t)=q.
Given a rule b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q, its left-hand side is the tuple (q1 , ..., qp , b).
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1 When A is clear from the context, an A-run is simply called a run.
Definition 3. Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be a GTSA over E.
v A is deterministic if for each tuple (q1 , ..., qp , b, l ) # Q p_7p_E there is at
most one state q # Q such that b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q # 2.
v A is strongly deterministic if for each tuple (q1 , ..., qp , b) # Q p_7p there is
at most one pair (l, q) # E_Q such that b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q # 2.
v A is complete if for each tuple (q1 , ..., qp , b, l ) # Q p_7p_E there is at least
one state q # Q such that b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q # 2.
v A is simple if 0 is ‘‘subset-closed,’’ that is | # 0 O (\|$| |$ # 0).
The definition of deterministic GTSAs corresponds to the usual definition of deter-
ministic automata because for every GTS, there is at most one run (see Example 3).
For strongly deterministic GTSAs, there is at most one run and therefore at most
one GTS in the recognized language (see Example 2).
Successfulness for simple GTSAs just implies some states are not assumed along
a run. For instance, if the accepting set of a GTSA A is 0=2Q then A is simple
and any run is successful. But, if 0=Q, then A is not simple and each state must
be assumed at least once in a successful run.
In the case of E=[0, 1]n, GTSs over E can be considered as characteristic maps
of tuples of trees languages. A GTS g # G[0, 1]n is associated with a n-tuple of tree
language L(g)=(L1 , ..., Ln) such that Li=[t | g(t)i=1]. Hence, given a GTSA
over E=[0, 1]n, we define L(A)=[L(g) | g # G(A)]. Throughout the paper, in
the case E=[0, 1]n, we will confuse L(A) and G(A).
Example 2. Let E=[0, 1], 7=[cons, nil, s, 0] where 0 and nil are constants,
s is unary, and cons is binary. Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be defined by Q=[Nat, List,
Terms], 0=2Q, and 2 is the set of rules
0 w0 Nat; s(Nat) w0 Nat; nil w1 List;
cons(Nat, List) w1 List;
cons(q, q$) w0 Terms \(q, q$){(Nat, List);
s(q) w0 Terms \q{Nat.
A is strongly deterministic, simple, and not complete, and G(A) is a singleton set
reduced to a GTS g # G[0, 1]n . Indeed, there is a unique run r on a unique GTS g.
Run r maps every nonnegative integer on state Nat, every list on state List and the
other terms on state Terms. Therefore, g maps a nonnegative integer on 0, a list on
1 and the other terms on 0. Hence, G(A) is the regular tree language L of Lisp-like
lists of nonnegative integers.
Example 3 Example 2 continued. Let E=[0, 1], 7=[cons, nil, s, 0], and let
A$=(Q$, 2$, 0$) be defined by Q$=Q, 0$=0, and 2$=2 _ [cons(Nat, List) w0
List, nil w0 List].
A$ is deterministic, simple, and not complete, and G(A$) is the set of subsets of
the regular tree language L of Lisp-like lists of nonnegative integers. Indeed,
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successful runs can now be defined on GTSs g such that a term in L is labeled by
0 or 1.
Example 4. Let E=[0, 1]2, 7=[cons, nil, s, 0], and let A=(Q, 2, 0) be
defined by Q=[Nat, SubNat, List, Terms], 0=2Q, and 2 is the set of rules
0 ww(0, 0) Nat ; 0 ww(1, 0) SubNat ; s(Nat) ww(0, 0) Nat
s(Nat) ww(1, 0) SubNat; s(SubNat) ww(0, 0) Nat ; s(SubNat) ww(1, 0) SubNat
nil ww(0, 1) List ; cons(SubNat, List) ww(0, 1) List;
s(q) ww(0, 0) Terms \q{Nat and q{SubNat
cons(q, q$) ww(0, 0) Terms \(q, q$){(SubNat, List).
A is deterministic, simple, and not complete, and G(A) is the set of couples of tree
languages (N$, L$) where N$ is a subset of the regular tree language of nonnegative
integers and L$ is the set of Lisp-like lists of nonnegative integers over N$.
Let us remark that the set N$ may be non regular. For instance, one can define
a run on a GTS gp of Lisp-like lists of prime numbers. The GTS gp is such that
gp(t)=(1, 0) when t is a (code of a) prime number.
In the previous examples, we only consider simple GTSAs. For these automata,
all runs are successful runs. The following examples are nonsimple GTSAs in order
to make clear the interest of acceptance conditions. For this compare the sets of
GTSs obtained in Examples 4 and 5 and note that with acceptance conditions, we
can express that a set is nonempty.
Example 5. Example 4 continued. Let E=[0, 1]2, 7=[cons, nil, s, 0], and let
A$=(Q$, 2$, 0$) be defined by Q$=Q, 2$=2, and 0$=[| # 2Q | SubNat # |]. A$
is deterministic, not simple, and not complete, and G(A$) is the set of couples of
tree languages (N$, L$) where N$ is a subset of the regular tree language of non-
negative integers and L$ is the set of Lisp-like lists of nonnegative integers over N$,
and N${<. Indeed, for a successful r on g, there must be a term t such that
r(t)=SubNat therefore, there must be a term t labeled by (1, 0), henceforth
N${<.
We terminate with an example of a nondeterministic GTSA. This example will be
used in the proof of Proposition 2.
Example 6. Let E=[0, 1], 7=[s, 0]. Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be defined by
Q=[q, q$], 0=[Q], and 2 is the set of rules
0 w1 q ; 0 w1 q$ ; 0 w0 q$ ; s(q) w1 q;
s(q$) w0 q$; s(q$) w1 q$; s(q$) w1 q.
A is not deterministic, not simple, and not complete, and G(A)=
[LT7 | _t # T7((t # L) 7 (\t$ # T7(t \t$) O (t$ # L)))].
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3.2. Closure Properties
This section is dedicated to the study of classical closure properties of GTSA-
recognizable sets. For all positive resultsunion, intersection, projection, inverse
projectionthe proofs are constructive. We show that the class of GTSA-
recognizable sets is not closed under complementation and that nondeterminism
can not be reduced for GTSAs.
Proposition 1. The class of GTSA-recognizable sets is closed under intersection
and union; i.e., if G1 , G2G7E are GTSA-recognizable, then G1 _ G2 and G1 & G2 are
GTSA-recognizable.
This proof is an easy modification of the classical proof of closure properties for
automata.
Proof. Let A1=(Q1 , 21 , 01) and A2=(Q2 , 22 , 02) be two GTSAs over E.
Without loss of generality we suppose that Q1 & Q2=<.
Let A=(Q, 2, 0) with Q=Q1 _ Q2 , 2=21 _ 22 , and 0=01 _ 02 . It is
immediate that G(A)=G(A1) _ G(A2).
We denote by ?1 and ?2 the projections from Q1_Q2 onto respectively Q1 and
Q2 . Let A$=(Q$, 2$, 0$) with Q$=Q1_Q2 , 2$ is defined by
(b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q # 2$)  (\i # [1, 2] b(?i (q1), ..., ? i (qp)) w
l ? i (q) # 2i),
where q1 , ..., qp , q # Q$, b # 7p , l # E, and 0$ is defined by
0$=[| # 2Q$ | ?i (|) # 0i , i # [1, 2]].
One can easily verify that G(A$)=G(A1) & G(A2). K
Let us remark that the class of simple GTSAs is closed under intersection, and
union.
The class of sets of GTSs recognizable by deterministic GTSAs is closed under
complementation. But, this property is false in the case of GTSA-recognizable sets.
Proposition 2. (a) Let A be a GTSA, there exists a complete GTSA Ac such
that G(A)=G(Ac).
(b) If Acd is a deterministic and complete GTSA, there exists a GTSA A$ such
that G(A$)=G7E&G(Acd).
(c) The class of GTSA-recognizable sets is not closed under complementation.
(d) Nondeterminism cannot be reduced for GTSAs.
Proof. (a) Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be a GTSA over E and let q$ be a new state, i.e.,
q$  Q. Let Ac=(Qc , 2c , 0c) be defined by Qc=Q _ [q$], 0c=0, and
2c=2 _ [b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q$ | [(q1 , ..., qp , b, l )]_Q & 2=<;
q1 , ..., qp # Qc , b # 7p , l # E].
Ac is complete and G(A)=G(Ac). Note that Ac is simple if A is simple.
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(b) Let Acd=(Q, 2, 0) be a deterministic and complete GTSA over E. The
GTSA A$=(Q$, 2$, 0$) with Q$=Q, 2$=2, and 0$=2Q&0 recognizes the set
GE&G(Acd). Note that Ac is simple if A is simple.
(c) Let E=[0, 1], 7=[s, 0]. Let G=[g # G7[0, 1] | _t # T7 (g(t)=1) 7
(\t$ # T7 t \t$ O g(t$)=1)]. Clearly, G is GTSA-recognizable (see Example 6). Let
G =G[0, 1]n &G, we have G =[g # G[0, 1]n | \t # T7 _t$ # T7 (t \t$) 7 (g(t$)=0)] and
G is not GTSA-recognizable. Let us suppose that G is recognized by a GTSA
A=(Q, 2, 0) with Card(Q)=k&2 and let us consider the GTS g defined by:
g(si (0))=0 if i=k_z for every integer z, and g(s i (0))=1 otherwise. The GTS g is
in G and we consider a successful run r on g. We have r(T7 )=| # 0, therefore,
there exists some integer n such that r([g(si (0))|in])=|. Moreover, we can sup-
pose that n is a multiple of k. As Card(Q)=k&2 there are two terms u and v in
the set [s i (0) | n+1in+k&1] such that r(u)=r(v). Consequently, a successful
run g$ could be defined from g on the GTS g$ defined by g$(t)= g(t) if t=si (0)
when in, and g$(t)=1 otherwise. This leads to a contradiction because g$  G .
(d) This result is a consequence of (b) and (c). K
We will now prove the closure under projection and inverse projection. We will
first prove a stronger lemma.
Lemma 1. Let GG7E1 be a GTSA-recognizable set and let RE1_E2 . Let
R(G)=[g$ # G7E2 | _g # G \t # T7 (g(t), g$(t)) # R].
The set R(G) is GTSA-recognizable.
Proof. Let A=(Q, 2, 0) such that G(A)=G. Let A$=(Q$, 2$, 0$) where
Q$=Q, 2$=[b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l $ q | _l # E1b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q # 2 and (l, l $) # R] and
0$=0. We prove that R(G)=G(A$).
$ Let g$ # G(A$) and let r$ be a successful run on g$. We construct a GTS
g such that g$ # R(g) and such that r$ is also a successful A-run on g. Let a be a
constant. According to the definition of 2$, a wwg$(a) r$(a) # 2$ implies that there
exists la such that (la , g$(a)) # R and a w
la r$(a) # 2. So let g(a)=la . For every term
t=b(t1 , ..., tp) with \i r$(ti)=qi , there exists a rule b(q1 , ..., qp) ww
g$(t) r$(t) in 2$
because r$ is a run. Again, from the definition of 2$ there exists lt such that
b(q1 , ..., qp) w
lt r$(t) in 2 with (lt(t), g$(t)) # R. So, we define g(t)=lt . Clearly, g is
a GTS and r$ is a successful run on g.
 Let g$ # R(G) and let g # G such that \t # T7 (g(t), g$(t)) # R. Let r be a
successful run on g. It is easy to prove that r is an A$-run on g$. K
Corollary 1. (a) The class of GTSA-recognizable sets is closed under projec-
tion and inverse projection.
(b) Let GG7E and G$G
7
E$ be GTSA-recognizable sets. The set G A G$=
[g A g$ | g # G, g$ # G$] is a GTSA-recognizable set in G7E_E$ .
Proof. (a) The case of projection (see the definition in Section 2.3) is an
immediate consequence of Lemma 1 using E1=E_E$, E2=E, and R=? where ?
is the projection from E_E$ onto E. The case of inverse projection is proved in a
similar way.
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(b) Consequence of (a) and of Proposition 1 because G A G$=?&11 (G) &
?&12 (G$) where ?1 (respectively, ?2) is the projection from E_E$ onto E (respec-
tively, onto E$). K
We now consider the case E=[0, 1]n and we give two propositions without
proof. Proposition 3 can easily be deduced from Corollary 1. The proof of Proposi-
tion 4 would be an extension of constructions made in Examples 2 and 3.
Proposition 3. Let A and A$ be two GTSAs over [0, 1]n.
(a) [(L1 _ L$1 , ..., Ln _ L$n) | (L1 , ..., Ln) # G(A) and (L$1 , ..., L$n) # G(A$)] is
GTSA-recognizable.
(b) [(L1 & L$1 , ..., Ln & L$n) | (L1 , ..., Ln) # G(A) and (L$1 , ..., L$n) # G(A$)] is
GTSA-recognizable.
(c) [(L1 , ..., Ln ) | (L1 , ..., Ln) # G(A)] is GTSA-recognizable, where Li =
T7 &Li , \i.
Proposition 4. Let E=[0, 1]n and let (F1 , ..., Fn) be a n-tuple of regular tree
languages. There exist deterministic simple GTSAs A, A$, and A" such that
v G(A)=[(F1 , ..., Fn)];
v G(A$)=[(L1 , ..., Ln) | L1F1 , ..., LnFn];
v G(A")=[(L1 , ..., Ln) | F1L1 , ..., FnLn].
3.3. Regular GTSs, Regular Runs
An infinite tree t is said to be regular if there are only finitely many subtrees in
t. It is proved that any nonempty recognizable set of infinite trees contains a regular
tree (Rabin 1969). We prove a similar result for GTSA-recognizable languages.
A generalized tree set g # GE is regular if there exist a finite set R, a map
:: T7  R, and a map ;: R  E satisfying the following two properties.
1. g=:; (or g=; b :),
2. : is closed under contexts, i.e., for all context c and terms t1 , t2 , we have
(:(t1)=:(t2)) O (:(c[t1])=:(c[t2]))
In the case E=[0, 1]n, regular generalized tree sets correspond to n-tuples of
regular tree languages.
Although the definition of regularity leads to the definition of regular run
because a run can be considered as a generalized tree set in GQ , we use stronger
conditions for a run to be regular. Indeed, regularity of generalized tree sets and
regularity of runs do not correspond in general. For instance, one could define
regular runs on nonregular generalized tree sets in the case of nonstrongly deter-
ministic generalized tree set automata, and one could define nonregular runs on
regular generalized tree sets in the case of nondeterministic generalized tree set
automata.
Therefore, we only consider regular runs on regular generalized tree sets:
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Definition 4. A run r on a generalized tree set g is regular if r A g # GE_Q is
regular. Consequently, r and g are regular generalized tree sets.
This definition is justified by Proposition 5 just after the following example.
Example 7. Let E=[0, 1]2, 7=[cons, nil, s, 0] where 0 and nil are constants,
s is unary, and cons is binary. Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be defined by Q=[Nat, Sub-
Nat, List, Terms], 0=2Q, and 2 is the set of rules
0 ww(0, 0) Nat ; 0 ww(1, 0) SubNat ;
s(Nat) ww(0, 0) Nat ; s(Nat) ww(1, 0) SubNat ;
s(SubNat) ww(0, 0) Nat ; s(SubNat) ww(1, 0) SubNat ;
nil ww(0, 1) List ; cons(SubNat, List) ww(0, 1) List ;
s(List) ww(0, 0) Terms ; s(Terms) ww(0, 0) Terms ;
cons(q, q$) ww(0, 0) Terms \(q, q$){(SubNat, List)
Let R=[a, b, c, d], and :: T7  R and ;: R  E_Q be defined by
v :(0)=a;
v :(s(t))=b if :(t)=a, :(s(t))=a if :(t)=b, :(s(t))=d otherwise;
v :(nil)=c;
v :(cons(t, t$))=c if :(t)=a and :(t$)=c, :(cons(t, t$))=d otherwise;
v ;(a)=((1, 0), SubNat), ;(b)=((0, 0), Nat), ;(c)=((0, 1), List), ;(d )=
((0, 0), Terms).
r A g=:; is regular therefore r and g are regular. The GTS g is the characteristic
map of the couple (P, L) of regular tree languages where P=[s2i (0) | i0] is the
regular language of even numbers and L is the set of Lisp-like lists over P. Given
R, : and ; one can easily construct bottom-up automata for sets L and P. Indeed
from :, one defines the following set of rules S on state set Q=R: S=[0  a,
s(a)  b, s(b)  a, s(c)  d, s(d )  d, nil  c, cons(a, c)  c, cons(q, q$)  d,
\(q, q$){(a, c)]. Now using ;, one can define final state sets, and finally one
obtains that P is recognized by the bottom-up tree automaton AP=(7, Q, [a], S)
and L is recognized by the bottom-up tree automaton AL=(7, Q, [c], S).
Proposition 5. Let A be a GTSA, if g is a regular GTS in G(A) then there
exists a regular A-run on g.
Proof. Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be a GTSA over E, let g a regular GTS in G(A), and
let us consider a successful run r on g. Let L be a closed tree language such that
70L and r(L)=r(T7 ). The GTS g is regular, therefore there exist a finite set R,
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a mapping :: T7  R closed under context and a mapping ;: R  E such that
g=:;. We will define a regular run r$ on g.
Let LC=L _ [C] where C is a new symbol.
Let , be the mapping from T7 into Q_R_LC defined by ,(t)=(r(t), :(t), u)
where u=t if t # L and u=C otherwise.
Let R$=,(T7 ). R$ is finite because R$Q_R_LC . For each \ in R$, fix t\ # T7
such that ,(t\)=\.
Let :$: T7  R$ is inductively defined by
\a # 70 :$(a)=,(a)
and
\b # 7p\t1 , ..., tp # T7
:$(b(t1 , ..., tp))=,(b(t:$(t1) , ..., t:$(tp))).
;$ is the projection from Q_R_LC onto Q.
We now define r$=:$;$. First, we can easily prove by induction that \t # L :$(t)
=,(t) and deduce that \t # L r$(t)=r(t). Thus r$ and r coincide on L. It remains
to prove that (1) the mapping :$ is closed under context, (2) r$ is a run on g and
(3) r$ is a successful run.
(1) From the definition of :$ we can easily derive that the mapping :$ is
closed under context.
(2) We prove that the mapping r$=:$;$ is a run on g, that is if t=b(t1 , ..., tp)
then (r$(t1), ..., r$(tp), b, g(t), r$(t)) # 2.
Let us consider a term t=b(t1 , ..., tp). From the definitions of :$, ;$, and r$, we
get r$(t)=r(t$) with t$=b(t:$(t1) , ..., t:$(tp)). The map r is a run on g, hence
(r(t:$(t1)), ..., r(t:$(tp)), b, g(t$), r(t$)) # 2, and thus it suffices to prove that g(t)= g(t$)
and, for all i, r$(ti)=r(t:$(ti)).
Let i # [1, ..., p], r$(ti)=;$(:$(ti)) by definition of r$. By definition of t:$(ti) ,
:$(ti)=,(t:$(ti)), therefore r$(ti)=;$(,(t:$(ti))). Now, using the definitions of , and ;$,
we get r$(ti)=r(t:$(ti)).
In order to prove that g(t)= g(t$), we prove that :(t)=:(t$). Let ? be the projec-
tion from R$ onto R. We have :(t$)=?(,(t$)) by definition of , and ?. Hence,
:(t$)=?(:$(t)) using definitions of t$ and :$. Now :(t$)=?(,(t:$(t))) from the defini-
tion of t:$(t) . And therefore :(t$)=:(t:$(t)) by definition of ? and ,. Therefore it
remains to prove that :(t:$(t))=:(t). The proof is by induction on the structure of
terms.
If t # 70 then t:$(t)=t, so the property holds (note that this property holds for all
t # L). Let us suppose that t=b(t1 , ..., tp) and :(t:$(ti))=:(t i) \i # [1, ..., p]. First,
using induction hypothesis and closure under context of :, we get
:(b(t1 , ..., tp))=:(b(t:$(t1) , ..., t:$(tp))).
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Therefore,
:(b(t1 , ..., tp))=:(b(t:$(t1) , ..., t:$(tp)))
=?(,(b(t:$(t1) , ..., t:$(tp)))) (def. of , and ?)
=?(:$(b(t1 , ..., tp))) (def. of :$)
=?(,(t:$(b(t1, ..., tp)))) (def. of t:$(b(t1, ..., tp)))
=:(t:$(b(t1, ..., tp))) (def. of , and ?)
(3) We have r$(T7 )=r$(L)=r(L)=r(T7 ) using the definition of r$, the
definition of L, and the equality r$(L)=r(L). The run r is a successful run. Conse-
quently r$ is a successful run. K
Proposition 6. A nonempty GTSA-recognizable set contains a regular GTS.
Proof. Let us consider a GTSA A and a successful run r on a GTS g. There
exists a closed tree language F such that r(F )=r(T7 ). We define a regular run r$
on a regular GTS g$ in the following way.
Run r$ coincide with r on F: \t # F, r$(t)=r(t) and g$(t)= g(t). We inductively
define r$ and g$ on T7 "F: given q1 , ..., qp in r(T7 ), fix a rule b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q such
that q # r(T7 ). The rule exists since r is a run. Therefore, \t=b(t1 , ..., tp)  F such
that r$(t i)=qi , we define r$(t)=q and g$(t)=l following the fixed rule
b(q1 , ..., qp) w
l q. K
The reader should note that a finite GTSA-recognizable set only contains regular
GTSs. Indeed, given a nonempty and finite GTSA-recognizable set G, from the
preceding we know that G contains a regular GTS g. Because the singleton set [g]
is recognizable by a deterministic GTSA (Proposition 4), and thanks to the closure
properties of (deterministic) GTSAs, the set G"[g] is GTSA-recognizable. The
proof is by induction on the number of GTSs in G.
3.4. Emptiness Property
Theorem 1. The emptiness property is decidable in the class of GTSAs. Given
a GTSA A, it is decidable whether G(A)=<.
Labels are meaningless for the emptiness decision thus we consider ‘‘label-free’’
GTSAs. Briefly, the transition relation of a ‘‘label-free’’ GTSA is a relation
2p Q p_7p_Q.
A rule (q1 , ..., qp , b, q) of label-free GTSA is denoted by b(q1 , ..., qp)  q.
The case of simple GTSAs. The emptiness decision algorithm for simple GTSAs
is easy. Let | be a subset of Q and let COND(|) be the condition
\p \b # 7p \q1 , ..., qp # | _q # | b(q1 , ..., qp)  q # 2
One can easily prove that if there exists a set | in 0 satisfying COND(|), then
there exists a run r and r(T7 )|. Moreover, r(T7 ) is also in 0 because of the
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definition of simple GTSAs, every subset of | is in 0. Hence, there exists a success-
ful run. Therefore, the emptiness problem for simple GTSAs is decidable because 2Q
is finite and COND(|) is decidable. Decidability of the emptiness problem for
simple GTSAs is NP-complete (see Proposition 11).
The nonsimple case. In the general case the proof is more intricate and sketched
here. The complete proof is reported in the Appendix.
The following example shows that testing the existence of a set of states satisfying
COND(|) is not sufficient.
Example 8. Let 7=[0, s( )] and let A=(Q, 2, 0) with Q=[q1 , q2] and
0=[Q] and 2 be the set of rules
a  q1 | q2
s(q1)  q1 s(q2)  q2 .
We trivially have COND(Q) but there is no run such that r(T7 )=Q. Indeed,
because a run must map a on a unique state, q1 and q2 can not both be assumed
along a run.
Nonetheless, the condition COND( } ) provides a useful test for our decision
problem. Let us define a partial run of a GTSA A=(Q, 2, 0) on a closed tree
language F, as a mapping from F to the set of states Q compatible with the rules
in 2. We say that a partial run rp can be extended in a run if there exists a run r
such that r is equal to rp on F. Given a partial run rp , then rp can be extended in
a run r of range rp(F ) if and only if COND(rp(F )) holds.
So we reduce the emptiness problem to the problem of finding a set of states |
in 0, a closed tree language F and a partial run r such that r(F )=| and
COND(|).
Reachability and pumping. Hence, we must deal with a reachability problem of
a set of states over finite closed tree languages. Therefore, the aim is now to get a
bound on the size of such closed tree languages on which we want to build partial
runs. A classical proof for the emptiness problem of regular tree languages is based
on a pumping argument: if a state q is assumed twice along a path in a run, then
we can get rid of the part of run between the two occurrences of q. This allows to
bound the size of the runs we have to examine. Again, we provide an example that
proves that it is hopeless to use such a simple argument for GTSAs.
Example 9. Let 7=[0, s( ), cons( , )] and let A=(Q, 2, 0) be a label-free
GTSA with Q=[q1 , q2 , q3 , q4], 0=[Q] and 2 be the set of rules
0  q1 s(q1)  q1 | q2
cons(q1 , q1)  q3 | q4
cons(q3, &)  q3 cons( & , q3)  q3 (with &{q4)
cons(q4, &)  q4 cons( & , q4)  q4 (with &{q3)
cons(qx , qy)  q2 (otherwise)
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Consider a partial run rp beginning with the following mappings: rp(0)=rp(s(0))
=q1 , rp(s(s(0)))=q2 , rp(cons(0, 0))=q3 , and rp(cons(s(0), 0))=q4 . Clearly, rp can
be extended in a successful run because
rp([0, s(0), s(s(0)), cons(0, 0), cons(s(0), 0)])=Q
and we have COND(Q).
Using a pumping argument, we can say that it is useless to assume twice the state
q1 in rp . But unfortunately, it is easy to see that we must assume twice q1 in order
to assume both q3 and q4 . Hence, the pumping argument is false and we may need
to reach more than once a state to build a successful run.
The proof uses a pumping argument but with a finest control as explained now.
We keep with every partial run on a closed tree language an information and we
allow to ‘‘pump’’ when a (partial) run associates the same information with two
closed tree languages ordered by inclusion.
Information. We now informally introduce the information we keep when a par-
tial run rp is defined on a closed tree language F. We must know which rule can
be applied first in an extension of rp . Hence, we must memorize the multiset of
states assumed by terms on the frontier of F, together with a part of the multiset
of states assumed by inner terms. The important property necessary to do the
pumping is that given a partial run on a closed tree language, the information
somehow captures every possible range of its extensions.
If the same information is associated with a partial run r1p on a closed tree language F
1 and
a partial run r2p on a closed tree language F
2,
then for every extension r1 of r1p , there exists an extension r
2 of r2p such that r
1(T7 )=r2(T7 ).
A well-founded ordering o is associated with the information size denoted by | } |.
Bounding the size of closed tree languages. Let us now consider a successful run
r, a minimal closed tree language F such that r(F )=r(T7 ), and the information I
associated with r and F. The definition of I implies that |I| only depends on the
number of states of the GTSA and the ranked alphabet. The size of I is bounded
by a polynomial in the number of states of the GTSA and the ranked alphabet (as
a shorten, we say that I is polynomially bounded).
The exhibition of a bound for closed tree languages is based on a decomposition
process and a reconstruction process.
Decomposition. We first build a finite and decreasing chain of informations
associated with ‘‘well-chosen’’ closed subsets of F. The pumping argument implies
that we can transform r and F to found a strictly decreasing chain. The chain ends
with the information associated with the set of constants of the alphabet:
wwwwwwwDecreasing chain
(F, I1)=(F1 , I1) }o (F2 , I2) }o } } } }o (Fn , In)=(70 , In)
where (Fi , Ii) }o (Fi+1 , Ii+1) denotes F i#F i+1 and |Ii | o |Ii+1 |.
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Since I is polynomially bounded and the chain is strictly decreasing, the same
stands for the number of steps in the chain.
Reconstruction. Now the information collected while constituting the decreasing
chain is reused together with a key lemma in order to reconstruct a new sequence
of closed tree languages. The aim is to obtain a new closed tree language H and a
new run r$ such that r$(H )=r(F ) and the size of H is bounded by a polynomial in
the number of states.
The key lemma is an induction lemma with the following meaning:
Let us consider Hi and Hi&1 , Hi/Hi&1 , and a partial run ri such that ri associates Ii with
Hi and Ii&1 with Hi&1 .
There exists H$i&1 and a partial run r$i such that r$i associates Ii with Hi and Ii&1 with H$i&1
and Card(H$i&1)&Card(H i) is bounded by a polynomial in the number of states.
Thanks to this lemma, one can reconstruct an increasing chain following the
same information I1 , ..., In associated with closed tree languages of bounded size.
wwwwwwwIncreasing chain
(H, I1)=(H1 , I1) }o (H2 , I2) }o } } } }o (Hn , In)=(70 , In)
and Card(Hi)&Card(Hi&1) is bounded for every 1<in.
The increasing chain starts with Hn , the set of constants, associated with In and
ends with H associated with I1 .
Since there exists a polynomial number of steps in the chain and since we only add
a polynomial number of terms at each step, the size of H is polynomially bounded.
Algorithm. Let us denote by B the (polynomial) bound obtained on the size of
the closed tree language H. The (non-deterministic) algorithm for testing emptiness
is the following one:
Take F of size lower than B and a partial run r of F, then check COND(r(F )).
The algorithm is in NP and we prove that the emptiness problem for GTSAs is
NP-complete (see Proposition 11).
The complete proof for the emptiness problem is reported in the Appendix.
3.5. Other Decision Results
Proposition 7. Given a GTSA over E=[0, 1, ]n and I[1, ..., n]. The following
two problems are decidable:
1. It is decidable whether or not there exists (L1 , ..., Ln) in G(A) such that all
the Li are finite for i # I.
2. Let x1 ..., xn be nonnegative integers. It is decidable whether or not there
exists (L1 , ..., Ln) in G(A) such that Card(Li)=x i for each i # I.
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Proof. The proof uses constructions developed in the emptiness proof and is
reported in the Appendix. K
Proposition 8. The inclusion problem and the equivalence problem for deter-
ministic GTSAs are decidable.
Proof. This result is a consequence of the closure properties under intersection
and complementation (Propositions 1, 2), and the decidability of the emptiness
property (Theorem 1). K
Proposition 9. Let A be a GTSA. It is decidable whether or not G(A) is a
singleton set.
Proof. Let A be a GTSA. First it is decidable whether G(A) is empty or not
(Theorem 1). Second if G(A) is non empty then a regular GTS g in G(A) can be
defined (see the proof of Theorem 1). Construct the strongly deterministic GTSA
A$ such that G(A$) is a singleton set reduced to the GTS g. Finally, build A & A$,
where A recognizes the component of L(A$), to decide the equivalence of A and
A$. Note that we can build A$, since A$ is deterministic (see Proposition 2). K
Proposition 10. Let L=(L1 , ..., Ln) be a tuple of regular tree language and let
A be a GTSA over [0, 1]n. It is decidable whether L # G(A).
Proof. This result just follows from closure under intersection and emptiness
decidability.
Construct a (strongly deterministic) GTSA AL such that L(A) is reduced to the
singleton set [L]. Construct A & AL and decide whether L(A & AL) is empty or
not. K
We conclude this section with a complexity result of the emptiness problem in the
class of GTSAs.
Proposition 11. The emptiness problem in the class of (simple) GTSAs is NP-
complete.
Proof. Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be a GTSA over E. Let n=Card(Q).
We first give a non-deterministic and polynomial algorithm for deciding empti-
ness: (1) take a closed tree language F of size 4n2(2n(n+1)+n+Card(70))+
Card(70); (2) take a run r on F; (3) compute r(F ); (4) check whether r(F )=| is
a member of 0; (5) check whether | satisfies Cond(|).
From Lemma 6, this algorithm is correct and complete. Moreover, this algorithm
is polynomial in n since the size of F is polynomial in n: step (2) consists in labeling
the nodes of F with states following the rules of the GTSAso there is a polyno-
mial number of states, step (3) consists in collecting the states; step (4) is polyno-
mial and nondeterministic and finally, step (5) is polynomial.
We reduce the satisfiability problem of boolean expressions into the emptiness
problem for GTSAs. We first build a GTSA A such that L(A) is the set of (codes
of) satisfiable boolean expression over n variables [x1 , ..., xn].
Let 7=70 _ 71 _ 72 where 70=[x1 , ..., xn], 71=[c], and 72=[7, 6].
A boolean expression is a term of T7 . Let Bool=[0, 1] be the set of boolean
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values. Let A=(Q, 2, 0), be a GTSA such that Q=[q0 , q1], 0=2Q and 2 is the
set of rules
xj w
i qi where j # [1, ..., n] and i # Bool
c(qi) w
ci qci where i # Bool
6 (qi1 , qi2) ww
i1 6 i2 q i1 6 i2 where i1 , i2 # Bool
7 (qi1 , qi2) ww
i1 7 i2 q i1 7 i2 where i1 , i2 # Bool.
One can easily prove that L(A)=[Lv | v is a valuation of [x1 , ..., xn]], where
Lv=[t | t is a boolean expression which is true under v]. Note that the GTSA A is
simple. Now, we can derive an algorithm for the satisfiability of any boolean
expression e: build Ae a strongly deterministic GTSA such that L(A) is the set
[L | e # L]; build Ae & A and decide emptiness.
We get the reduction because L(Ae) & L(A) is empty if and only if e is not a
satisfiable boolean expression.
Now, it remains to prove that the reduction is polynomial. The size of A is
2 V n+10. The size of Ae is the length of e plus a constant. So we get the result. K
4. APPLICATIONS TO SET CONSTRAINTS
Set constraints have been widely used in program analysis and type inference
(Aiken and Murphy 1991, Heintze 1992, Heintze and Jaffar 1990b, Jones and
Muchnick 1979, Mishra 1984, Reynolds 1969). In this section, we consider the
satisfiability problem for systems of set constraints. We show a decision algorithm
using GTSAs. The power of this model allows us to derive numerous properties
(cf. Proposition 13 and Gilleron et al. 1994).
4.1. Set Constraints and Related Works
Let 7 be a finite and nonempty set of function symbols, and let 7&1=
[b&1i | b # 7, 1iarity(b)] a set of symbols of arity 1. Let X be a set of variables.
We consider a set O of special symbols , =, t, _, & of arity 0, 0, 1, 2, 2. A set
expression is a term in T7$ (X ) where 7$=7 _ 7&1 _ O.
A set constraint is either a positive set constraint of the form ee$ or a negative
set constraint of the form e 3 e$ (or c(ee$)), where e and e$ are set expressions,
and a system of set constraints is a conjunction of set constraints.
An interpretation I is a mapping from X into 2T7. It can immediately be
extended to each set expression
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I()=T7 ;
I(=)=<;
I(b(e1 , ..., ep))=[b(t1 , ..., tp) | ti # I(ei)];
I(b&1i (e))=[t i | b(t1 , ..., ti , ..., tp) # I(e)];
I(te)=T7"I(e);
I(e _ e$)=I(e) _ I(e$);
I(e & e$)=I(e) & I(e$).
We deduce an interpretation of set constraints in Bool=[0, 1], the Boolean
values. For a system of set constraints SC, all the interpretations I such that
I(SC )=1 are called solutions of SC. We will confuse a solution I of a system of
set constraints over X1 , ..., Xn and a n-tuple of tree languages (I(X1), ..., I(Xn)). We
denote by SOL(SC) the set of all solutions of a system of set constraints SC.
We now survey decidability results for satisfiability of set constraints and some
complexity issues. First, consider systems of set constraints of the form
X1=exp1 , ..., Xn=expn , (C)
where the Xi are distinct variables and the expi are disjunctions of set expressions
of the form b(Xi1 , ..., Xip) with b # 7p . These systems of set constraints have a unique
solution and each Xi is interpreted as a regular tree language. Suppose now the expi
are set expressions without complement symbols. Such systems are always satisfiable
and have a least solution which is regular. For example, the system
Nat=s(Nat) _ 0
X=X & Nat
List=cons(X, List) _ nil
has a least solution
Nat=[si (0) | i0], X=<, List=[nil].
Heintze and Jaffar (1990a) investigated the class of definite set constraints of the
form expexp$, where no complement symbol occur and exp$ contains no set
operation. Definite set constraints have a least solution whenever they have a solu-
tion. The algorithm presented in (Heintze and Jaffar 1990a) provides a specific set
of transformation rules and, when there exists a solution, the result is a regular
presentation of the least solution (i.e., a system of the form (C)). Recently,
Charatonik and Podelski (1997) have proven the equivalence of this class with the
class of systems of positive set constraints with intersection (that is inclusions
between set expressions built with function symbols and intersection), providing a
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proof of the EXPTIME-completeness of the satisfiability problem of definite set
constraints.
The class of positive set constraints is the class of systems of set constraints of the
form expexp$, where no projection symbol occur. In this case, when a solution
exists, set constraints do not necessarily have a least solution. Several algorithms for
solving systems in this class were proposed: Aiken and Wimmers (1992) generalize
the method of Heintze and Jaffar (1990a); Gilleron et al. (1993) give an automaton-
based algorithm; and Bachmair et al. (1993) use the decision procedure for the first
order theory of monadic predicates. Results on the computational complexity of
solving systems of set constraints are presented in a paper of Aiken et al. (1993).
The systems form a natural complexity hierarchy depending on the number of
elements of 7 of each arity. The satisfiability problem of systems of positive set con-
straints is NEXPTIME-complete.
The class of positive and negative set constraints is the class of systems of set con-
straints of the form expexp$ or exp 3 exp$, where no projection symbol occur. In
this case, when a solution exists, set constraints do not necessarily have, neither a
minimal solution, nor a maximal solution. Let 7=[0, s( )]. Consider the system
(s(X )X ) 7 (X 3 =), this system has no minimal solution. Consider the system
(Xs(X ) _ 0) 7 ( 3 X ), this system has no maximal solution. The satisfiability
problem in this class turned out to be much more difficult than the positive case.
Aiken et al. (1995) give a proof based on a reachability problem involving
Diophantine inequalities. NEXPTIME-completeness was proved by Stefansson
(1994). Charatonik and Pacholski (1994a) give a proof based on the ideas of
Bachmair et al. (1993). In the present paper, we give an automaton-based proof.
The idea is to encode sets of solutions of systems of set constraints by mean of
GTSAs. Therefore, the result is a consequence of decidability of emptiness in this
class of automata. We also deduce that a nonempty set of solutions always contains
a regular solution (i.e., a tuple of regular tree languages).
The class of positive set constraints with projections is the class of systems of set
constraints of the form expexp$ with projection symbols. Set constraints of the
form f &1i (X )Y can easily be solved, but the case of set constraints of the form
X f &1i (Y ) is more intricate. The problem was proved decidable by Charatonik
and Pacholski (1994b).
The expressive power of these classes of set constraints have been studied and
have been proved to be different (Seynhaeve 1994, Aiken et al. 1995). In (Cheng
and Kozen 1996, Kozen 1993), an axiomatization is proposed which enlightens the
reader on relationships between many approaches on set constraints.
Complexity of satisfiability of the general class is very high and lots of recent
works deal with subclasses, try to get more tractable algorithms. See for instance
Charatonik and Podelski (1997) and Devienne et al. (1997).
4.2. Set Constraints and Automata
For the rest of the paper, we consider set constraints without projection
operators and GTSs over [0, 1]n.
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Proposition 12. Let SC be a system of mixed positive and negative set con-
straints over n variables X1 , ..., Xn , there exists a deterministic GTSA A over [0, 1]n
such that G(A)=SOL(SC ).
When SC only contains positive set constraints, the GTSA A is deterministic and
simple.
Proof. First we reduce the problem to a single set constraint. Let SC#
C1 7 } } } 7 Ck be a system of set constraints over [X1 , ..., Xn]. A solution of SC
satisfies all the constraints Ci . Let us suppose that, for every i, there exists a deter-
ministic GTSA Ai such that SOL(Ci)=G(Ai). As all variables do not necessarily
occur in Ci , given Ai , using closure under inverse projection (Corollary 1), we can
construct a deterministic GTSA Ani over [0, 1]
n satisfying: G(Ani ) is the set of
(L1 , ..., Ln) which corresponds to solutions of Ci when restricted to variables
occuring in Ci . Then, using closure under intersection (Proposition 1), we can con-
struct a deterministic GTSA A over [0, 1]n such that SOL(SC )=G(A).
Therefore, we prove the result for a set constraint SC over X1 , ..., Xn . Let e be
a set expression and consider E(e) the set of all subexpressions of e whose head
symbol is not a set operator
E(e)=[e$ # T7 _ O(X ) | e$ \e with Head(e$) # 7 or e$ # X],
where Head(t) is the head symbol of a term t, i.e., Head(t)=b if t=b(t1 , ..., tp).
If SC#exp1exp2 or SC#exp1 3 exp2 then E(SC )=E(exp1) _ E(exp2).
Let us consider a set constraint SC and let . be a mapping from E(SC ) into
Bool. Such a mapping is easily extended to all sub-expressions occurring in SC. The
symbols _, & and t are respectively interpreted as 6, 7 and c.
We now define the GTSA A=(Q, 2, 0) over E=[0, 1]n.
v The set of states is Q=[. | .: E(SC )  Bool].
v The transition relation is defined by
for all b # 7p , .1 , ..., .p , . # Q, l=(l1 , ..., ln) # [0, 1]n,
b(.1 , ..., .p) w
l . # 2
if and only if \e # E(SC )
If e=Xi then
.(e)=li (1)
If Head(e) # 7 then
(.(e)=1)  \e=b(e1 , ..., ep)\i 1ip .i (ei)=1+ (2)
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Recall that states are mappings from E(SC ) into Bool. Condition (1) means that
the right-hand side of the rule is compatible with the current label of the GTS. Con-
dition (2) means that the right-hand side of the rule is compatible with the function
symbol and states in the left-hand side.
v The set of accepting sets of states 0 is defined depending on the case of a
positive or a negative set constraint.
If SC#exp1exp2 , 0=[| # 2Q | \. # | .(exp1) O .(exp2)];
If SC#exp1 3 exp2 , 0=[| # 2Q | _. # | .(exp1) 7 c.(exp2)].
Note that in the case of a positive set constraint A is deterministic and simple.
Correctness of the construction. Recall that we consider GTSs over [0, 1]n,
hence mappings from T7 into [0, 1]n, and a constraint over X1 , ..., Xn . The inter-
pretation I associated with a GTS g is defined by I(Xi)=[t | g(t) i=1].
We first prove that for every GTS g, every run on g is compatible with the inter-
pretation associated with g.
Lemma 2. Let I be the interpretation associated with a GTS g.
For every run r on g, for each subexpression e # E(SC ) and for each t # T7 ,
t # I(e)  r(t)(e)=1.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the structure of a subexpression e.
Base: e is either a constant a or a variable Xi . If e=Xi # X. According to (1),
for all t, r(t)(Xi)= g(t) i . Hence t # I(Xi)  r(t)(Xi)=1. If e=a # 70 then I(a)=a.
According to (2), we have r(t)(a)=1  t=a. Hence t # I(a)  r(t)(a)=1.
Induction: Suppose that e=b(e1 , ..., ep) then I(e)=[b(t1 , ..., tp) | t i # I(ei)].
Let t=b(t1 , ..., tp). According to (2), r(t)(b(e1 , ..., ep))=1  \i r(ti)(ei)=1. Using
the induction hypothesis, (t # I(e))  (r(t)(e)=1). K
Now, we prove that one can build a run r on every GTS g, where g is a solution
of SC.
Lemma 3. Let I be a solution of the constraint SC and let g be the GTS
associated with I. The mapping r from T7 into Q defined by r(t)=. such that
\e # E(SC ), (.(e)=1)  (t # I(e)) is a run on g.
Proof. Let I be a solution and let g be the GTS associated with I. We have
to show that the mapping defined by r(t)=. such that \e # E(SC ), (.(e)=1) 
(t # I(e)) is compatible with the rules in 2. To this aim, we prove that if
t=b(t1 , ..., tp) then b(r(t1), ..., r(tp) w
g(t) r(t) # 2, that is conditions (1) and (2) are
satisfied.
First, (1) is satisfied. Indeed, if g is associated with I, then g(t) i=1  t # I(Xi).
According to the definition of r, r(t)(Xi)=1  t # I(Xi). Therefore r(t)(Xi)= g(t) i .
Second, (2) is satisfied. Indeed, according to the definition of r, r(t)(e)=1 
t # I(e). If e=b(e1 , ..., ep) then t # I(e) if t=b(t1 , ..., tp) and ti # I(ei). There-
fore, r(t)(e)=1 if and only if \i, ti # I(ei), i.e., r(t)(e)=1 if and only if \i,
r(ti)(ei)=1. K
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Lemma 4. G(A)=SOL(SC ).
Proof. (i) The case of a positive constraint.
We denote SC#exp1exp2 . We first prove that G(A)SOL(SC). So let us
consider a GTS g accepted by A and let I be the interpretation associated with
g. From Lemma 2, if t # I(exp1) then r(t)(exp1)=1. From the definition of 0, for
every state . in r(T7 ), .(exp1) O .(exp2). Again from Lemma 2, we obtain that
t # I(exp2).
For the converse inclusion SOL(SC )L(A), the run defined in Lemma 3 is
successful according to the definition of 0.
(ii) The case of a negative constraint.
We denote SC#exp1 3 exp2 . We first prove that G(A)SOL(SC ). Let r be a
run on a GTS g and let I be the interpretation associated with g. We have
I(exp1) 3 I(exp2). From the definition of 0, there exists a state . in r(T7 )
satisfying .(exp1)=1 and .(exp2)=0. Hence there exists t # T7 , such that
r(t)(exp1)=1 and r(t)(exp2)=0. From Lemma 2, t # I(exp1) and t  I(exp2).
The proof of the converse inclusion SOL(SC )G(A) is straightforward. K
This ends the proof of Proposition 12. K
4.3. Decidability Results for Positive and Negative Set Constraints
We now summarize results on set constraints. These results are immediate conse-
quences of the results of Sections 3 and 4.2.
Proposition 13. Let SC and SC$ be two systems of positive and negative set con-
straints over X1 , ..., Xn .
1. The satisfiability problem for systems of positive and negative set constraints
is decidable. There exists a regular solution, that is a tuple of regular tree languages,
in any nonempty set of solutions.
2. It is decidable whether or not SOL(SC)SOL(SC$).
3. It is decidable whether or not there is a unique solution in SOL(SC).
4. Let I be a subset of [1, ..., n], it is decidable whether or not there is a solu-
tion (L1 , ..., Ln) # SOL(SC ) such that all the Li are finite for all i.
5. Given a n-tuple (L1 , ..., Ln) of regular tree languages, it is decidable whether
or not (L1 , ..., Ln) # SOL(SC ).
Proof. We use Proposition 12 to encode sets of solutions of systems of set con-
straints with GTSAs. Therefore,
1. is a consequence of Theorem 1 and Proposition 6.
2. is a consequence of Proposition 8.
3. is a consequence of Proposition 9.
4. is a consequence of Proposition 7.
5. is a consequence of Propositions 4 and 8. K
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4.4. Existence of a Least Solution for Systems of Positive Set Constraints
Proposition 14. Let SC be a system of positive set constraints, it is decidable
whether or not there is a least solution in SOL(SC ).
Proof. Let SC be a system of positive set constraints. Let A be the deter-
ministic, simple GTSA over [0, 1]n such that L(A)=SOL(SC ) (see Proposition
12). We define a partial ordering P on G7[0, 1]n by
\l, l $ # [0, 1]n lP l $  (\i l(i)l $(i))
\g, g$ # G7[0, 1]n gPg$  (\t # T7 g(t)Pg$(t)).
The problem we want to deal with is to decide whether or not there exists a least
GTS w.r.t. P in G(A). To this aim, we first build a minimal solution if it exists,
and second, we verify that this solution is unique.
Let | be a subset of states such that COND(|) (see the sketch of proof Section
3.4). Let A|=(|, 2| , 2|) be the GTSA A restricted to state set |.
Now let 2|min defined by: for each (q1 , ..., qp , b) # | p_7p , choose one rule
(q1 , ..., qp , b, l, q) such that l is minimal w.r.t. P in the set 2| . Let A|min=
(|, 2|min, 2|). Consequently,
1. there exists only one run r| on a unique GTS g| in A|min because for all
q1 , ..., qp # | and b # 7p there is only one rule (q1 , ..., qp , b, l, q) in 2|min;
2. the run r| on g| is regular;
3. the GTS g| is minimal w.r.t. P in G(A|).
Points 1 and 2 are straightforward. The third point follows from the fact that A
is deterministic. Indeed, let us suppose that there exists a run r$ on a GTS g$ such
that g$Og| . Then \t g$(t)Pg|(t) and there exists (w.l.o.g.) a minimal term
u=b(u1 , ..., up) w.r.t. the subterm ordering such that g$(u)Og|(u). Since A is
deterministic and \v Iu g|(v)= g$(v), we have r|(ui)=r$(u i). Hence, the rule
(r|(u1), ..., r|(up), b, g|(u), r|(u)) is not such that g|(u) is minimal in 2| , which
contradicts the hypothesis.
Consider the GTSs g| for all subsets of states | satisfying COND(|). It is
decidable whether or not there is a minimal GTS among them (each defines a
n-tuple of regular tree languages and inclusion is decidable for regular tree
languages). Either there exists a minimal GTS g, then g is minimal in G(A) and
it defines a n-tuple (F1 , ..., Fn) of regular tree languages, or not and in this case
there is no least GTS g in G(A). If exists, there is a deterministic, simple GTSA A$
such that G(A$) is the set of characteristic GTSs of all (L1 , ..., Ln) satisfying
F1L1 , ..., FnLn (see Proposition 4). Let A" be the deterministic GTSA such
that G(A")=G(A) & G(A$) (see Proposition 1). There exists a least GTS w.r.t. P
in G(A) if and only if the GTSAs A and A" are equivalent. Since equivalence of
GTSAs is decidable (see Proposition 8) we get the result. K
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5. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new class of automata, generalized tree set automata. The
underlying structure of computation is a generalized tree set which is a mapping
from the set of terms T7 over a ranked alphabet 7 into a set E of labels. This class
is effectively closed under boolean operations (with a restriction in the case of com-
plementation) and emptiness is decidable. Moreover, connections to classical tree
automata theory are made and an important property states that a non empty
GTSA-recognizable set always contains a regular GTS.
Set constraints are the main motivation of this work. A generalized tree set
automaton is a decidable representation of a system of set constraints. Therefore,
properties for automata correspond to properties for sets constraints.
From a logical point of view, these automata provide a normal form for a
decidable fragment of the monadic second order theory of trees, which is known
undecidable (Taitslin 1968). A closely related approach is to consider the theory of
set constraints whose atomic formulas are ee$ under usual interpretation. Our
automata correspond exactly to the existential fragment of the theory of set con-
straints. As a counterpart, the _*\* fragment is undecidable (Seynhaeve et al.
1997). Consequently, it is hopeless to find a wide extension of the class of GTSAs
with good closure and decidability properties.
From a practical point of view, in order to apply these techniques in the case of
set constraint solving, the major problem is to deal with the complexity of
satisfiability algorithms. Therefore, finding heuristics and suited restrictions is now
crucial. For instance, one can consider systems of set constraints with particular
properties to exploit, and build a solution rather than the set of solutions. In this
way, Devienne et al. (1997) have solved definite (and codefinite) systems of set con-
straints with membership expressions. Such systems have a least (a greatest) solu-
tion whenever they are solvable, and Devienne et al.’s algorithm, based on tree
automata, compute it in exponential time.
APPENDIX
A. Emptiness Proof
Main Lemma. There exists a polynomial function f of degree 4 such that:
Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be a GTSA. There exists a successful run rs such that
rs(T7 )=| if and only if there exists a run rm and a closed tree language F
such that:
v rm(T7 )=rm(F )=|;
v Card(F ) f (n) where n is the number of states in |.
We decompose rs into a finite set of steps corresponding to a finite chain of par-
tial runs on finite closed tree languages ordered by inclusion. Each closed tree
language F of this chain is associated with some information necessary to explain
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the way to extend a run on F to a run on a successor of F. We define a partial
ordering on this information. Induction Lemma (Section A.2) describes the rela-
tionships between two successive steps (closed tree language and information). The
main difficulties are first to show that the information is sufficient (Claim 9) and
second that the construction of successive steps is correct (Claims 1, 4, 6).
Let us introduce notations, definition of the information and definition of the
ordering.
A.1. Notations and Definitions
Multisets. A multiset A of states in Q is a mapping from Q into N.
Let A and A$ be two multisets of states in Q. We define sum A+A$ and difference
A&A$ by: \q # Q (A+A$)(q)=A(q)+A$(q), (A&A$)(q)=max(0, A(q)&A$(q)).
We also define relations for sets and multisets
Am A$  \q # Q A(q)A$(q), (3)
A=m A$  (Am A$) 7 (A$m A), (4)
As A$  \q # Q A(q)>0 O A$(q)>0, (5)
A=s A$  (As A$) 7 (A$s A). (6)
The cardinality of a multiset A is Card(A)=q # Q A(q). Let M(|) be the set of
multisets over |.
Information. Let [q1 , ..., qn]=|. Let F be a closed tree language. Then Max(F )
is the set of maximal terms in F, i.e., Max(F )=[t # F | t Iu O u  F]. Let Int(F )=
F"Max(F). An information at a step of a computation is defined with the predicate P.
Definition 5. P(F, A, B, d ).
Let F be a closed tree language. Let A and B be multisets of states and let
d=(d1 , ..., dn) # [0, 1]n. Predicate P(F, A, B, d ) holds if there exists a run r such
that
v A=m r(Max(F )),
v B=s r(Int(F )),
v Bm r(Int(F )),
v for each state qi # | di=1 O B(q i)=Card([t # Int(F ) | r(t)=qi]).
Such a run r is said to be a run associated with F, A, B, d.
The meaning of an information is the following. A step of a computation
corresponds to a partial run rp defined on a finite closed tree language F. The par-
tial run rp have to be extended to terms of the form b(t1 , ..., tp) with at least one
of the ti in Max(F) and the others in F. Hence we have to memorize states reached
by rp on the frontier of F, Max(F ). This is A. In order to extend the run to successive
steps, we only need a limited number of states, B, among rp(Int(F )). This ensure
that we can found equivalent steps with respect to extensions. Finally, the boolean
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d is useful for a finest control of the evolution of A and B. The 3-tuple (A, B, d ) is
what we have denoted by I in the sketch of proof.
Order O. Let (b, $) and (b$, $$) be in N_[0, 1]. Let O1 be the partial ordering
on N_[0, 1] defined by: (b$, $$)O1 (b, $) if and only if one of the three following
assertions holds:
either $$=$=1 and b$<b,
or $$=1 and $=0,
or $$=$=0 and b$>b. (7)
(b$, $$)P1 (b, $) iff (b$, $$)O1 (b, $) or (b$, $$)=(b, $).
Order Pn is the product ordering on Nn_[0, 1]n. That is, if (b, $), (b$, $$) are
elements in Nn_[0, 1]n, then (b$, $$)Pn (b, $) iff for each i in [1, ..., n] (b$i , $$i)P1
(bi , $i). We have (b$, $$)On (b, $) iff (b$, $$)Pn (b, $) and (b$i , $$i)O1 (b i , $i) for at
least one i.
Now, we define the partial ordering O on N_Nn_Nn_[0, 1]n. Let us consider
(m, a, b, $), (m$, a$, b$, $$) # N_Nn_Nn_[0, 1]n. We have (m$, a$, b$, $$)O (m, a, b, $)
if the four following assertions hold:
(b$, $$)Pn (b, $) (8)
:
n
i=1
a$i+b$i :
n
i=1
ai+bi (9)
m$m (10)
at least one of the three above inequalities is strict. (11)
Order O is defined on 2T7_M(|)_M(|)_[0, 1]n in the following way. If F
and F $ are closed tree languages and A, B, A$ and B$ are multisets of states, then let
a=(A(q1), ..., A(qn)), b=(B(q1), ..., B(qn)), a$=(A$(q1), ..., A$(qn)), b$=(B$(q1), ...,
B$(qn)), m=Card(Max(F ) & 70) and m$=Card(Max(F $) & 70). Then, (F $, A$, B$, $$)
O (F, A, B, $) iff (m$, a$, b$, $$)O (m, a, b, $).
Lemma 5. Let (F x, Ax, Bx, $x)O } } } O (F 1, A1, B1, $1)O (F 0, A0, B0, $0) with
Card(A0+B0)N, then necessarily x2n(N+1)+N+Card(70).
Proof. Along such a chain, one of the three conditions (8) or (9) or (10) is
strict.
Equation (8) is strict for x1 times where x1 is bounded by the number of couples
(b j, $ j) such that ni b
j
i N. According to (7), given i we have a number of couples
(b ji , $
j
i ) lower than 2(N+1). With the product ordering, we obtain a number of
couples (b j, $ j) lower than 2n(N+1).
Equation (9) is strict for x2 times where x2 is clearly lower than N, and finally,
and (10) is strict for x3 times where x3 is lower than Card(70). So the lemma
holds. K
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Other notations. Let E be a tree language. We denote by CS(E) the set of terms
of E which are subterms of at least two terms in E. Let
CS(E)=[t # T7 | _t1 , t2 # E t1{t2 t \t1 and t \t2].
We denote by Clos(E) the least closed tree language w.r.t. the subterm ordering
\ and such that EClos(E).
Let F be a closed tree language and let t # F. Then
SupF (t)=[u # F | t Iu],
is the set of terms in F greater than t w.r.t. the subterm ordering.
Let u and v be two terms such that u \v. A path from u to v, denoted by
Path(u, v), is a linearly ordered set w.r.t. the direct subterm ordering I0 of least
element u and greatest element v.
A.2. Construction
Induction Lemma. Let F, A, B, d be such that P(F, A, B, d) holds. If Int(F ) is
nonempty, then there exist A$, B$, d $ satisfying the two following assertions:
1. There exists F $ such that
F $ / F; P(F $, A$, B$, d $); (F $, A$, B$, d $)O (F, A, B, d ),
2. For each H$ such that P(H$, A$, B$, d $), there exists H such that
P(H, A, B, d) and Card(H"H$)<2n(Card(A$+A)).
Proof. Let F, A, B, d such that P(F, A, B, d ) and Int(F ) is nonempty. Let r be
a run associated with F, A, B, d.
We first isolate a special term t called the root. In the following, all terms in F
greater than t are removed, in order to find a closed tree language F $. Then, we
define A$, B$, d $. This will be done in such a way reconstruction is possible, i.e., in
such a way that it is possible to define an extension r$ of the restriction of r on F $
only with states memorized in A$ and B$, and such that r$ has the same range as
r on T7 .
Let RF. We say that R is removable if R satisfies the two following conditions:
Bm r(Int(F )"R) (12)
R & CS(Max(F ))=<. (13)
Root t is a minimal term w.r.t. \ such that SupF (t) is removable.
Let us remark that such a term t always exists. Indeed, since Max(F ) is non
empty there exists a term in Max(Int(F )) and any subset of Max(F ) is removable.
In the construction, we remove from F terms greater than t, SupF (t). Condition
(12) means we must not remove too much terms in order to keep at least the
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number of states memorized in B. Condition (13) says that each term greater than
t is not a common subterm of at least two terms in Max(F ).
Let U be the set of maximal terms in F greater than t:
U=Max(SupF (t)).
For each term u in U, let us consider a path from t to u, that is a set of terms
v0 , ..., vx such that v0 I0 v1 I0 } } } I0 vx where v0=t and vx=u. Fix Branch(v1 , vx)
=[v1 , v2 , ..., vx]. Let us remark that there exist Card(U ) branches and according to
(13) branches are pairwise disjoint sets. We denote by Ua the set of least terms of
branches.
We point out three characteristics for the fixed root t.
1. Root t may be a constant.
2. Root t may be a subterm of at least two terms in U. We say that Fork(t)
if t involves the construction of (at least) two maximal terms in F (i.e., in U ). In
this case there are (at least) two branches. On the contrary, if we do not have
Fork(t) then there is only one branch.
3. Root t may be such that the number of states r(t) memorized in B is
exactly the number of states r(t) in r(Int(F )"SupF (t)). We say that Exact(r(t))
if Card([v # Int(F )"SupF (t) | r(v)=r(t)])=B(r(t)), that is B(r(t))=r(Int(F )"
SupF (t))(r(t)).
We compute multisets A$ and B$, a vector d $ and a closed tree language F $. In
the construction we consider two cases: either Fork(t) holds (more than one
branch) or not (one branch). When Fork(t) holds the problem is more intricate
because several occurrences of states may be necessary. For instance, let us consider
the following case. Let b(t1 , t) and b(t2 , t) be two terms in F and let us suppose that
r(t1)=r(t2). The computation of r(b(t1 , t)) and r(b(t2 , t)) involves rules of same
left-hand side. Clearly, it is necessary to memorize twice state r(t1) to allow the
reconstruction.
States to add to A and B necessary to do the reconstruction are first collected in
a multiset C. Finally, A, B and C will be combined to compute A$ and B$.
Case 1. Fork(t) does not hold. We will see that there is no need to add new
occurrences of states. So, let
C=<.
Case 2. Fork(t) holds. Let *=(s1 , ..., sp , b) # Q p_7p be a left-hand side of
a rule in 2. We consider set U* of terms in Ua obtained with a rule of left-hand
side *.
U*=Ua & [b(t1 , ..., tp) | \i r(ti)=si].
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Let S be a set of terms corresponding to the states in B. More formally, S is such
that
SInt(F )"SupF (t)
r(S)=m B
Exact(r(t))  t # S
Let us remark that S exists since (12) holds. Let N*Int(F )"[SupF (t) _ [t]] be
a minimal (w.r.t. inclusion) set of terms such that if we denote by U$* the set
U$*=[b(t1 , ..., tp) | _i ti=t and \i ti # S _ [t] _ N* , r(ti)=si],
then we have
Card(U$*)Card(U*).
Note that N* contains at most Card(U*)&1 terms. Indeed, one can build at least
one term in U$* only with terms in S and t. Therefore, while adding one term in N*
we can build at least one new term in U$* .
Then, let C*=m r(N*) and let
C=m :
*
C* .
Clearly, Card(C)Card(U )&1 since Card(U )=Card(Ua) and \* Card(N*)
Card(U*)&1.
Let F $ be a closed tree language minimal w.r.t. inclusion such that
F $F"SupF (t) (14a)
Max(F $)=[Max(F )"U] _ V _ [t] (14b)
VClos(U )"[t] (14c)
Max(F ) & 70Max(F $) & 70 (14d)
r(F $)$m {[A&r(U )]+B+C[A&r(U )]+B+C+r([t])
If Exact(r(t)),
Otherwise.
(14e)
Closed tree language F $ exists since F"SupF (t) satisfies (14).
Finally, we define A$, B$ and d $
A$=m r(Max(F $))
B$+A$=m {[A&r(U)]+B+C[A&r(U)]+B+C+r([t])
If Exact(r(t)),
Otherwise
(15)
d $ s.t. {d $i=1d $i=0
If r(Int(F $))(q i)=B$(q i),
Otherwise.
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Let us remark that clearly B$m r(Int(F $)).
This ends the construction of A$, B$, and d $. It remains to show that points 1
and 2 of the Induction Lemma are satisfied. K
A.3. Proof of Point 1 of the Induction Lemma
Claim 1. F $ / F.
Proof. This claim is straightforward because SupF (t) is nonempty. K
Claim 2. If F" satisfies (14) and (15) and _w # V such that r(w)=q and
r(Int(F"))(q)>B$(q) then F""[w] satisfies (14).
Proof. We prove the 5 equations of (14).
(14a) We have F""[w]F"F"SupF (t).
(14b) and (14c) We have w{t, w # V. Let V$=Max(Clos(V )"[w]) so
Max(F""[w])=[Max(F )"U] _ V$ _ [t] and V$Int(U )"[t].
(14d) Since w # V and VInt(U ), we have w  Max(F ). Moreover,
Max(F ) & 70Max(F") & 70 . Therefore, Max(F ) & 70Max(F""[w]) & 70 .
(14e) Finally, from (14e) and (15) we have A$+B$m r(F"). Since
r(Int(F"))(q)>B$(q), we obtain A$+B$m r(F""[w]) and therefore
r(F")$m {[A&r(U )]+B+C[A&r(U )]+B+C+r([t])
If Exact(r(t)),
Otherwise. K
Claim 3. For each state q
{r(V _ [t])(q)=B(q)+C(q)&B$(q)r(V )(q)=B(q)+C(q)&B$(q)
If Exact(r(t)),
Otherwise.
Proof. According to (14b), we have Max(F $)=[Max(F )"U] _ V _ [t]. Since
[Max(F )"U], V and [t] are disjoint sets we have r(Max(F $))=m r([Max(F )"U])
+r(V )+r([t]). Therefore
A$=m [A&r(U )]+r(V _ [t]).
According to (15), if Exact(r(t)), B$+A$=m [A&r(U )]+B+C. Therefore, for
each state q
B(q)&B$(q)+C(q)=A$(q)&[A&r(U )](q)=r(V _ [t])(q).
Second equality is proved in a same way. K
Claim 4. P(F $, A$, B$, d $).
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Proof. According to the construction, A$=m r(Max(F $)).
We prove that B$m r(Int(F $)). According to (14e) and (15), we have A$+B$
m r(F $). Since A$=m r(Max(F $)), we obtain B$m r(Int(F $)).
Condition on d $ is also straightforward from the construction. In order to prove
that P(F $, A$, B$, d $), it remains to prove that B$=s r(Int(F $)).
Let us suppose that B${s r(Int(F $)). Then since B$m r(Int(F $)), there exists q
such that B$(q)=0 and r(Int(F $))(q)>0. In the following we prove that this con-
tradicts the fact that F $ is a minimal closed tree language satisfying (14). We dis-
tinguish two cases: either
(a) q{r(t) or not Exact(r(t)), or
(b) q=r(t) and Exact(r(t)).
In case (a), we have B$(q)=0 (hypothesis).
Moreover, r(Int(F $))(q)>0 and Int(F $)Int(F ) hence r(Int(F ))(q)>0. Since
P(F, A, B, d ) we have r(Int(F ))=s B. Therefore B(q)>0.
Now, according to Claim 3,
r(V )(q)=B(q)+C(q)&B$(q).
So, we obtain r(V )(q)>0. Therefore there exists w # V r(w)=q and r(Int(F $))(q)
>B$(q) hence according to Claim 2 F $ is not minimal.
In case (b), we have B$(q)=0 (hypothesis).
Since Exact(r(t)) and q=r(t), we have B(q)=m r(Int(F )"SupF (t))(q). Moreover,
Int(F $)Int(F )"SupF (t), r(Int(F $))(q)>0 (hypothesis) and t  Int(F $) and t # Int(F )
"SupF (t). Therefore we have B(q)>1.
According to Claim 3,
r(V _ [t])(q)=B(q)+C(q)&B$(q).
We obtain r(V _ [t])(q)>1 and finally, _w # V r(w)=q and r(Int(F $))(q)>B$(q)
hence according to Claim 2 F $ is not minimal.
Claim 5. (B$, d $)Pn (B, d).
Proof. Inequality is false if there exists i such that either (i) B$(qi)>B(qi) and
di=1 or (ii) B$(qi)<B(qi) and d $i=0 or (iii) di=1 and d $i=0. We prove that each
case is impossible.
(i) If di=1 then since P(F, A, B, d ) we have r(Int(F ))(qi)=B(qi). But
Int(F $) / Int(F ) and therefore r(Int(F $))(qi)B(qi). Since B$m r(Int(F $)) we get
B$(qi)B(qi).
(ii) According to Claim 3
r(V _ [t])(q)=B(q)+C(q)&B$(q) If Exact(r(t)),
r(V )(q)=B(q)+C(q)&B$(q) Otherwise.
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We can consider a term w such that w # V _ [t] and r(w)=qi . If w{t then from
Claim 2 F $"[w] satisfies (14). So we obtain a contradiction since F $ is not minimal.
If t is the sole term w such that w # V _ [t] and r(w)=qi , then we have
B(qi)&B$(qi)=1. We distinguish two cases: either (ii.a) Exact(t) or (ii.b) not.
v In case (ii.a), since Exact(t) we have r(F"SupF (t))(qi)=B(qi)=1+B$(qi).
But, Int(F $) / F"SupF (t). Hence r(Int(F $))(q i)<1+B$(qi). According to the
hypothesis, d $i=0. So, r(Int(F $))(qi)>B$(qi). Therefore, we obtain the following
contradiction: r(Int(F $))(qi)<1+B$(qi) and r(Int(F $))(qi)>B$(qi).
v In case (ii.b), from Claim 3, we have r(V )(qi)B(qi)&B$(qi). Therefore,
r(V )(qi)1 which contradicts the hypothesis that t is the sole term of image qi in
V _ [t].
(iii) According to hypothesis we have di=1 and d $i=0. From P(F, A, B, d ) and
since Int(F $)Int(F ) we have B$(qi)<r(Int(F $))(qi)r(Int(F ))(qi)=B(qi). There-
fore, B$(qi)<B(qi) and d $i=0. Hence, one can do the same proof than in (ii). K
Claim 6. (F $, A$, B$, d $)O (F, A, B, d).
Proof. We prove that
(B$, d $)Pn (B, d ) (16)
Card(A$+B$)Card(A+B) (17)
Card(70 & Max(F $))Card(70 & Max(F )) (18)
In each case of the construction, C contains at most Card(U )&1 states. Since
B$+A$=m [A&r(U )]+B+C+r([t]), or B$+A$=m [A&r(U)]+B+C then it
is clear that inequality (17) holds. Inequality (16) follows from Claim 5. Inequality
(18) holds from the construction.
To end this proof, it remains to show that at least one inequality is strict. So, let
us suppose that Eqs. (16), (17), and (18) are not strict. Then, (B$, d $)=(B, d),
hence B(qi)=B$(qi) for each i and Card(A$+B$)=Card(A+B), therefore Card(A$)
=Card(A), that is Card(Max(F $))=Card(Max(F )). Moreover Card(Max(F $) & 70)
=Card(Max(F ) & 70).
We have U & Max(F $)=< and UMax(F ). According to (14b), Max(F $)=
[Max(F )"U] _ V _ [t]. As Card(Max(F $))=Card(Max(F )), there exists Card(U)
terms in V _ [t]. So, let us consider w # V _ [t] such that w{t if it is possible and
let r(w)=qi . Either (i) d $i=1 or (ii) d $i=0.
In case (i), according to hypothesis, we have (B$, d $)=(B, d ) and therefore,
di=1. But w  Int(F $) and w # Int(F ), then r(Int(F $))(qi)<r(Int(F ))(qi), hence
B$(qi)<B(qi) which contradicts the hypothesis.
In case (ii), we have r(Int(F $))(qi)>B$(qi). We distinguish two cases. Either (ii.a)
w{t or (ii.b) t is the sole term in V _ [t].
In case (ii.a), one can prove using Claim 2 that closed tree language F $"[w]
satisfies (14) and therefore F $ is not minimal.
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In case (ii.b), since (18) holds t is not a constant. We have w=t and r(t)=qi .
According to the definition of t, either Exact(r(t)) or Fork(t) holds.
If Exact(r(t)) then B(r(t))=r(Int(F)"SupF (t))(r(t)). Since Int(F $)Int(F )"
SupF (t) we obtain a contradiction because r(Int(F $))(q i)>B$(qi) (hypothesis).
If Fork(t) holds, then since Card(Max(F $))=Card(Max(F )), there exists at least
two terms in V _ [t] and we obtain a contradiction. K
A.4. Proof of Point 2 of the Induction Lemma
The object of this section is to prove that reconstruction is possible from any H$
such that P(H$, A$, B$, d $) and that only a bounded number of terms is necessary.
This reconstruction will yield H such that P(H, A, B, d ).
In order to solve this problem, we have to take care about two points. First, we
have to show that states corresponding to the terms in U can be reached at the
frontier Max(H ) (because we have added states with C ). Second, we have to show
that we can avoid constructing nondesired states and the important technical part
of this proof is essentially due to this point.
In the following, we consider the branches fixed in Section A.2 from any term
of Ua to a term of U. In addition, for each term v in V we fix a branch from v to
one element of U. So for each term v # V fix Branch(v, u) such that Branch(v, u)=
v0 I0 } } } I0 vx where v0=v and vx=u # U. Let B be the set of all branches.
Furthermore, we ensure that branches satisfies the following.
1. Let br1 and br2 two branches: if w # br1 & br2 then, br1 & SupF (w)=
br2 & SupF (w). In other words, if two branches intersect, then they are continued
along the same path. This ensure that B do not contains any fork, i.e., for every
term v in B there exists exactly one term u in U such that v and u belong to the
same branch.
2. Branches from V intersect Ua whenever it is possible. That is, if v # V is a
subterm of a term ua # Ua , then Branch(v, u) is such that ua # Branch(v, u).
Let Na=[na # T7 | _br # B _w # Ua w # br and na I0 w].
We call a node, an element of V _ Ua _ U _ Na and (least term of) intersections
of branches. More formally, we denote by N the set of nodes
N=U _ Na _ .
br1 , br2 # B
min
\
(br1 & br2). (19)
Reconstruction from a closed tree language H$ such that P(H$, A$, B$, d $)
corresponds to the extension of a run rH associated with H$, A$, B$, d $ on a struc-
ture equivalentin the sense of the states reachedto the set of branches and
nodes in F.
This reconstruction mainly builds three structures: a structure equivalent to the
structure under the nodes in Na (see Claim 7), a structure equivalent to the set of
terms in Ua (see Claim 8) and a structure equivalent to the other nodes (see Claim 9).
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In the proof, we split N into three sets of nodes related to the first structure (N1)
the second structure (N2) and the third structure (N3). So let
N1=[w # N | _na # Na w \na]
N2=Ua
N3=N"(N1 _ N2).
We call a segment, a part of a branch between two successive nodes. More formally,
if br is a branch, if n1 and n2 belong to br and if N & [w # br n1 Iw 7 w In2]=<,
then Segment(n1 , n2)=[w # br | n1 Iw 7 w \n2]. The number of segments is
bounded by the number of nodes.
Let Fu=Clos(F $ _ Na). Let Vu be the set of terms of V which are subterm of a
term in Na . That is,
Vu=V & Int(Fu).
According to point 2 above each term in Vu is on a branch which intersects Ua .
Let Au=m r(Max(Fu)) and Bu such that Bum B$+r(Vu) and Bu=s r(Int(Fu)). Let
du be such that for each state qi # | du, i=1 O Bu(qi)=Card([w # Int(Fu) | r(w)=
qi]). One can easily prove that P(Fu , Au , Bu , du).
Claim 7. For each H$ such that P(H$, A$, B$, d $), there exists Hu such that
P(Hu , Au , Bu , du) and Card(Hu"H$)Card(N1)_n.
Proof. Let H$ such that P(H$, A$, B$, d $) and let rH be a run associated with H$,
A$, B$, d $.
Let us consider a total ordering < on terms in T7 compatible with I.
Let [n1 , ..., nx]=N1 , the set of nodes under nodes in Na . Without lost of
generality, we can suppose that n1<n2< } } } <nx .
We proceed by induction on x. If x=0 then Claim 7 is straightforward since
Fu=F $, so Hu=H$.
Let F0=F $. For each i in [1, ..., x], let us consider a minimal (w.r.t. inclusion)
closed tree language F i such that Fi&1Fi and ni # F i . Therefore we have
ni # Max(Fi). Let Ai =m r(Max(Fi)) and Bi such that Bi m B$+r(V & Int(Fi)) and
Bi =s r(Int(Fi)). Let di be such that for each state qj # |, di, j=1 O Bi (qj)=
Card([w # Int(Fi) | r(w)=qj]). One can easily prove that P(F i , Ai , Bi , d i) and we
have (Fu , Au , Bu , du)=(Fx , Ax , Bx , dx).
Suppose that rH extends on a closed tree language Hi&1 such that
P(Hi&1 , Ai&1 , Bi&1 , d i&1) and rH is associated with (Hi&1 , Ai&1 , Bi&1 , di&1).
Let us consider Fi . For every segment Segment(nj , ni)=[w1 , ..., wy] such that
w1 I0 } } } I0 wy , let {0, j , ..., {z, j such that {0, j=nj , {z, j=wy and for each k in
[1, ..., z], {k, j # Segment(nj , ni) is the greatest term w: such that r(w:&1)=r({k&1, j).
Therefore, {k, j is of the form b(t1 , ..., tp) with b # 7p such that there exists l with
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tl=w:&1 and r(t l)=r({k&1, j). According to this construction we have z lower than
the number of states n. Moreover, each one of the tm for m # [1, ..., p] is either in
[{;, ;$ | ;$< j or ;$= j, ;<k] or in [n1 , ..., ni&1] or in Int(F i&1).
According to the definition of predicate P, there exists n$j # Max(Hj) such that
rH(n$j)=r(nj). Let {$0, j=n$j . For each k # [1, ..., z], we associate a term {$k, j=
b(t$1 , ..., t$p) with each term {k, j=b(t1 , ..., tp) as defined above in such a way: for
each m # [1, ..., p],
v t$m # Int(H i&1)  tm # Int(F i&1) such that r(tm)=rH(t$m).
v t$m={$;, ;$  tm={;, ;$ , for ;$< j or ;$= j, ;<k].
v t$m=n$l  tm=n l .
Then, we let rH({$k, j)=r({k, j). Let us remark that such terms t$1 , ..., t$p exist
because of the construction. Indeed, from definition of P we have rH(Int(H i&1))=s
r(Int(Fi&1)), r([n1 , ..., ni&1])=m rH([n$1 , ..., n$i&1]) and r({;, ;$)=rH({$;, ;$).
We obtain Hi from Hi&1 adding [{0 , ..., {z] for each segment Segment(nj , ni).
Therefore P(Hi , Ai , Bi , di) holds.
Finally, since the number of segments is bounded by the set of nodes, there are
at most Card(N1) segments and they can be build with at most n terms. Therefore,
Card(Hu"H$)Card(N1)_n. K
Let Fa=Clos(F $ _ Ua).
Let Aa=m r(Max(Fa)) and Ba such that Bam B$+r(Vu) and Ba=m r(Int(Fa)). Let
da be such that for each state qi # | da, i=1 O Ba(qi)=Card([t # Int(Fa) | r(t)=qi]).
One can easily prove that P(Fa , Aa , Ba , da).
Claim 8. For each Hu such that P(Hu , Au , Bu , du), there exists Ha such that:
P(Ha , Aa , Ba , da) and Card(Ha"Hu)=Card(Ua).
Proof. Let rH be a run associated with Hu , Au , Bu , du . According to the defini-
tion of Fu , t # Max(Fu). Since Au=m r(Max(Fu)), there exists tH # Max(Hu) such
that rH(tH)=r(t).
In order to prove that one can build a structure equivalentin the sense of the
states reachedto the set of terms in Ua , we recall the construction. We have con-
sidered a set of terms S and for each left hand side of rule *=(s1 , ..., sp , b) a set N*
such that reconstruction is possible (see Section A.2.). Let T=S _ * N* .
According to the construction, we have r(S)=m B and r(* N*)=m C. Therefore,
r(T )=m B+C. Moreover, using Claim 3, for each state q
{r(V _ [t])(q)=B(q)+C(q)&B$(q)r(V )(q)=B(q)+C(q)&B$(q)
If Exact(r(t)),
Otherwise.
Moreover for each state q, r(Int(F $))(q)B$(q). Therefore,
B+Cm r(V _ [t])+r(Int(F $)),
and there exists XInt(Fu) _ V _ [t] such that r(X )=m r(T ).
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Hence, one can define for each left-hand side of rule *=(s1 , ..., sp , b) a set U$*
such that
U$*[b(t1 , ..., tp) | _i ti=t and \i t i # X _ Na , r(ti)=si],
and
Card(U$*)=Card(U*).
Moreover, since each term in Na is a direct subterm of a term in Ua and Card(Ua)
 [b(t1 , ..., tp) | b # 7p , p2]Card(Na), we can build such sets U$* such that each
term in Na is a direct subterm of a term in * U$* :
Na{w } _w$ # .* U$* w I
0 w$= .
Consequently, a similar construction can be done in Hu . Indeed, since we have
P(Hu , Au , Bu , du), there exists N$uMax(Hu) such that rH(N$u)=m r(Na).
Moreover, since r(Vu)+B$=m Bu and V"VuBu , there exists V$Hu such that
rH(V$)=r(V ) and there exists X$Int(Hu) _ V$ _ [tH] such that
v rH(X$)=m r(X ),
v for each left-hand side of rule *=(s1 , ..., sp , b), X$=* U"* where
Card(U"*)=Card(U*) and
U"*[w=b(t1 , ..., tp) | _i ti=tH and \i t i # X$ _ [tH] and rH (ti)=si].
v N$u[w | _w$ # * U$* w I0 w$].
Hence, one can build Ha=Hu _ X$ such that P(Ha , Aa , Ba , da) and
Card(Ha"Hu)=Card(Ua). K
Let Ff=F. Let Af =m r(Max(Ff)) and Bf be such that B$+r(V )m Bf and
Bf =s r(Int(Ff)). Let df be such that for each state qi # | df, i=1 O Bf (q i)=
Card([t # Int(Ff) | r(t)=qi]). One can easily prove that P(Ff , Af , Bf , df).
Claim 9. For each Ha such that P(Ha , Aa , Ba , da), there exists Hf such that
P(Hf , Af , Bf , df), and Card(Hf"Ha)Card(N2)_n.
Proof. Proof of this claim can be done in a very similar way than proof of
Claim 7. K
To end the proof of the Induction Lemma, we just prove that Card(H"H$)<
2n(Card(A$)+Card(A)). From Claims 7, 8, and 9 we have Card(H"H$)=nCard(N1)
+nCard(N2)+Card(N3). But the number of nodes Card(N1)+Card(N2)+
Card(N3) is lower than 2_Card(A$)+Card(A). Consequently, Card(H"H$)
2n(Card(A$)+Card(A)).
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Moreover, it is clear that if P(Hf , Af , Bf , df) holds, then P(Hf , A, B, d ) holds too.
This ends the proof of the Induction Lemma. K
A.5. Proof of Main Lemma
Using the Induction Lemma, we obtain the decidability of the reachability of any
couple of multisets of states (A, B). In other words, it is decidable whether given A
and B there exists F and d such that P(F, A, B, d ).
Lemma 6. Let A and B be two multisets of states and let N=Card(A+B). If
there exists F and d such that P(F, A, B, d ), then there exists F $ of cardinality lower
than 4nN(2nN+N+Card(70))+Card(70) such that P(F $, A, B, d ).
Proof. Let us consider that there exists F and d such that P(F, A, B, d ), and let
r be a run associated with F, A, B, d. Let N=Card(A+B).
Then, using assertion 1 of the Induction Lemma, we can obtain a finite chain
(F 0, A0, B0, d 0), ..., (F x, Ax, Bx, d x) such that Bx=<, (F 0, A0, B0, d 0)=(F, A, B, d )
and (F x, Ax, Bx, d x)O } } } O (F 0, A0, B0, d 0). Now, using assertion 2 of the Induc-
tion Lemma, we can build the following chain (H0, A0, B0, d 0), ..., (Hx, Ax, Bx, d x)
such that for each j Card(H j"H j+1)2n(Card(Aj)+Card(Aj+1)).
According to the definition of the ordering O, for each j we have Card(Aj+Bj)<N
and therefore, Card(Aj)<N, therefore, for each j Card(H j"H j+1)4nN.
Moreover, from Lemma 5, we have x lower than 2n(N+1)+N+Card(70)
and Card(Hx)Card(70). Hence, Card(H0)(2n(N+1)+N+Card(70))_4nN+
Card(70). K
Proof of the Main Lemma. We are now able to prove the Main Lemma.
Let F be a minimal closed tree language such that r(F )=|. Let A be a multiset
of states such that A=m r(Max(F )). Let B be a multiset of states such that
[A+B](qi)=1 for each i. Let d such that di=1  B(qi)=r(Int(F ))(q i). Then,
since F minimal, we have r(Int(F )) disjoint from r(Max(F )). Hence P(F, A, B, d )
and Card(A+B)n.
Then, using Lemma 6, there exists F $ of cardinality lower than 4n2(2n(n+1)+
n+Card(70))+Card(70) such that P(F $, A, B, d ). K
B. Proof of Proposition 7
In this proof, we use Lemma 6. Lemma 6 is written for ‘‘label-free’’ GTSAs but
it still holds in the case of GTSAs.
(1) Let Pr be the following property: there exists (L1 , ..., Ln) in G(A) such
that all the Li are finite for i # I. Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be a GTSA over E. Let
EI=[l # E | i # I O l(i)=0]. Property Pr holds if there exists a successful run r and
a finite closed tree language F such that \t=b(t1 , ..., tp)  F the image of t is
assumed in r with a rule of the form b(s1 , ..., sp) w
l q with l # EI .
We say that |$Q is stable w.r.t. |Q and I if and only if |$| and \b # 7p ,
\s1 , ..., sp # |, (_i si # |$) O (_b(s1 , ..., sp) w
l q with l # EI and q # |$). Let us
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remark that given a set of states |0 , it is decidable whether |0 is a subset of a set
|$ stable w.r.t. | and I.
Property Pr is true if and only if there exist a run r, a set of states | stable w.r.t.
|$ and I, a finite closed tree language F such that
r(F )=|
r(Max(F ))|$.
Using Lemma 6, we show that when such a language F exists, we can exhibit a
tree language F of size bounded by a polynomial in n. Indeed, let r be a run on a
GTS g such that g is the characteristic map of (L1 , ..., Ln) such that all the Li are
finite for i # I. So, there exists F a finite closed tree language such that r(F )=| # 0,
r(Max(F ))|$ and |$ is stable w.r.t. | and I. Let A and B be multisets of states
such that A=m r(Max(F )), B(qi)=1 if r(Int(F ))(qi)1 and B(q i)=0 otherwise.
Let di=1  r(Int(F ))(qi)=B(qi). It is straightforward that P(F, A, B, d ). Moreover,
we have Card(A+B)2n and Card(A)n.
According to Lemma 6 there exists F $ of cardinality lower than 8n2(4n2+4n+
Card(70)) such that P(F $, A, B, d ).
Therefore, it suffices to examine all runs on all closed tree languages F of car-
dinality lower than 8n2(4n2+4n+Card(70)) and check whether r(Max(F )) is
included in a set of states stable w.r.t. r(T7 )=r(F ) and I.
(2) Let A=(Q, 2, 0) be a GTSA over E. Let EI=[l # E | i # I O l(i)=0].
The proposition holds if there exists a successful run r on a GTS g and a closed tree
language F such that \t=b(t1 , ..., tp)  F the image of t is assumed in r with a rule
of the form b(s1 , ..., sp) w
l q with l # EI , and for each i, Card([t # F | g(t) i=1]=xi .
We proceed in a way similar to case 1. K
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